Q1  Match the French words to the correct English words.

- une boisson  the cake
- une entrée  a main course
- un plat principal  a drink
- le gâteau  a starter

Q2  Each of these sentences has a word missing. Fill in the gap using the correct word from the boxes on the right.

Qu’est-ce que vous prenez  ................. entrée?
boisson  comme  elle

Il prend ........... soupe.
la  le  les

Qu’est-ce qu’elle ................. comme plat principal?
pizza  coûte  prend

Now Try These

- You are in a French restaurant but your friend, Mark, isn’t there when the waiter comes. Write a sentence to tell the waiter that he’ll have an orange juice.

- Phil orders some food for his friend, Lizzie. Spot the two mistakes in each of his sentences and rewrite them correctly.
  "Elle prprend la soup.”  "Ell prend la pizzer.”  "Elle prent lee gâteau.”